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Wireless Noise Canceling Headphones
NJYDEFS

Features
Qualcomm apt-X HD Lossless Decoding: Powered by the brand new Qualcomm apt-X HD 
Bluetooth transmission technology, which support 48kHz/24-bit LPCM audio data, ensuring lower 
signal-to-noise ratio, enhanced resolution and reduced distortion. Deliver a listening experience 
"better than CD". 

Better ANC Technology: Superior Active Noise Cancellation is achieved by improving our 
self-schemed chip and using higher-sensitive microphones to better counteract noise sound 
waves. Step into your personal music zone with the simple flip of a switch.

Astonishing Sound Quality: The sound quality is enhanced as well since the speakers of the 
headphone is upgraded. It sounds well-balanced with a decent level of bass, and shows a great 
performance from mids and treble.

60-Hour Playtime: The built-in rechargeable 1000mAh extend the playtime to 60 hours in wireless 
mode when it' s fully charged, powering you by a week. Or it could play music with ANC for 6 days 
if you connect E9 to your device by the included audio cable.

Accompany You Anywhere: It' s designed to accompany you wherever you are. The rotable and 
foldable design makes it easy to pack and carry. The ultimate soft foam and protein leather ensure 
comfortable experience at any time.

Bluetooth V5.0: compared to the old, the upgrade Bluetooth V5.0 chip increses its transmission 
speed by 2 times and ensures lower power consumption, faster and more stable Bluetooth 
connection.

Foldable design: The headphones is foldable and rotative, taking up less space, and easy to be 
carried anywhere with the included travel pouch.
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Mixcder E9 Specification

Product Info

Note: 
1. The weight of full set, the net Weight and gross weight of the whole box and other information may be changed by the material, 
     Weather, batch and other factors. The data is only for reference. The actual weight shall prevail at the time of shipment.
2. Carton size correspond to the inner diameter of the carton.

What's in the box?

Microphone

Microphone Unit

Directivity

S.P.L

Impedance

Operation Voltage

Speaker Diameter

Impedance

S.P.L

THD

Frequency Response

Bluetooth Version

Bluetooth Distance

Transmission Range(Hz)

Support Profile

Pairing Name

Battery Type

Charging Port

Running Time

Charging Time

Standby Time

Operating Temperature

Product Package Size

Accessory

Carton Info

4.0*1.5mm

Omni-directional

-42dB

≤2.2KΩ

2V

Φ40mm

32Ω

94dB

＜3%

20Hz-20,000Hz

V5.0

33ft/10m

2.402GHz-2.48GHz

HSP/HFP/A2DP/AVRCP/Aptx HD

Mixcder E9

Built- in 1000mAh rechargeable lithium battery (support quick 

charge)

USB Type C

About 60-hour talk/music time (ANC OFF); About 50-hour talk/music 

time (ANC ON)

About 2.5 hours

More than 2500 hours

-10℃-45℃

207x59x238mm

1 * Bluetooth Headphones ，1 x Charging Cable，1 x Audio Cable，

1 x Travel Pouch，1 x User’s Manuel

20PCS/carton
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